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FOREWORD 
Citizen participation and social indicators are receiving at least as much attention as 
any other topic in planning highways and other public works. Some hope that progress 
can be made in dealing with these timely and complex matters is offered by the papers 
and comments in this RECORD. The papers deal with citizen participation through a 
citizens' advisory committee in an 11-county area; public participation shown by re
quests for traffic engineering changes; community fears compared with actual effects 
of highways; and social capacity indicators to show which communities can tolerate 
highways. 

The first paper, by Schimpeler, Chastain, and Corradino, describes the use of a 
citizens' advisory committee to explore new airport facilities in the Louisville area. 
The committee, through an open-door policy, grew to 160 members representing an 
11-county area. The committee operates through a steering committee, an executive 
committee, and 9 functional task forces (e.g., on-site design, land acquisition, finance). 
Although a final decision on the airport has not been achieved, the authors believe the 
citizens' advisory committee has been successful in giving credibility to the Louisville 
and Jefferson County Air Board in dealing with the public. 

Schneider analyzed requests for traffic engineering changes in Los Angeles as an 
indicator of public participation. He found about 5 times as many requests for traffic 
engineering changes in high-income white neighborhoods with 1.9 cars per family as 
in low-income non-white neighborhoods with 0.7 car per family. The level of partici
pation depended on education, leisure, financial security, skills and knowledge, organi
zational membership, self-confidence, and perception of community problems, Schneider 
notes. 

Burkhardt's comparison of community fears and actual effects of highways is based 
primarily on 401 interviews (342 households and 59 businesses) in five neighborhoods, 
three with highways planned and two with highways completed. Fears were generally 
overestimated and benefits underestimated; persons expecting negative effects out
numbered those expecting benefits 3.5 to 1. Major concerns were pollution, noise, 
dislocation, and loss in property value. Blacks were especially concerned about dis
location, higher taxes, street changes, and child safety. Whites worried most about 
pollution anci the character of the neighborhood. Burkhardt concludes that a more active 
public information program about actual effects of highways can significantly reduce 
concern about these effects. 

Sharpe and Williams use spatial mapping of interview responses to determine cohe
sive opinion. Responses-for example, "very noisy" or "unpleasant"-indicate whether 
a community is "hard" or "soft". A "hard" community is one that cannot easily accept 
or tolerate a highway (e.g., because of elderly residents); a "soft" community can sus
tain changes associated with highways. Jn addition to location, the social capacity indi
cators approach (amounting to less than 1 percent of project cost, according to the 
authors) makes it possible to involve the public in a procedure that can directly affect 
design (e.g., a noise barrier where "very noisy" responses are clustered). 

Comments by Bigelow help highlight noteworthy features of these papers, particularly 
their strengths. Bigelow notes especially that Sharpe and Williams solicited reactions 
from individuals rather than groups and that Burkhardt really responded to the need for 
two-way communication between highway agencies and affected communities. 

- Floyd I. Thiel 

V 



FORMULATION OF EFFECTIVE CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT IN 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MAJOR AVIATION FACILITY 
Charles C. Schimpeler, Thomas H. Chastain, and Joseph C. Corradino, 

Louisville and Jefferson County Air Board 

The Louisville and Jefferson County Air Board plans to develop extensive 
new air facilities in the Louisville area. The board therefore set into mo
tion the process for establishing afunctional citizens' advisory committee. 
The charter members of the committee were chosen for their role as in
fluential leaders in their communities. The membership has since grown 
through an open-door policy to the present size of approximately 160 
citizens. The committee has structured itself into an executive committee, 
a steering committee, and 9 functional task forces. It is playing an active 
role in the planning process and is proving to be a most valuable asset in 
ensuring that community values are properly incorporated in the total 
planning process. The committee has been active in the formulation of 
legislative proposals, in the decisions relating to site-selection criteria, 
and in the evaluation of alternative sites for a new airport location. Such 
broad demonstrated involvement is clearly shaping planning decisions and 
in the future will shape those development decisions that flow from the 
planning process. 

• THE need for community involvement became apparent in the planning for improved 
aviation facilities to serve the Louisville region, either at a new air carrier airport or 
through major expansion of the existing airport. An approach was initiated to identify 
a group of citizens that would be geographically, socially, and economically representa
tive of those most likely to be directly affected by the airport project. Research by 
Schimpeler at Purdue University in 1967 proposed an approach to effective citizen in
volvement based largely on the identification of those persons influential and interested 
in the development of their community. Based on the 1967 Purdue research and field 
interviews with public officials, newspaper publishers and editors, bank presidents, and 
others throughout the affected region, an initial committee representing 11 counties was 
formed. This citizens' advisory committee membership was expanded through recom
mendations made by the initial core membership group and is expanding on a continuing 
basis through a completely open membership policy. Any resident of the region desir
ing to participate in the long-range development programs for aviation in Louisville is 
granted membership on the citizens' advisory committee. 

MEMBERSHIP IDENTIFICATION 

Characteristics of Community Influentials 

Community influentials are defined, as people who have achieved a position from 
which significant force may be exerted on the direction of community change. The per
son's influence may be as a member of a group or in an individual capacity. The in
fluence may be intensive, operating forcefully in only a few areas, or extensive, operat
ing with some force over a wide range of activities. Such influence might be either 
enduring or short-lived. A convenient classification of action bodies that direct com
munity change might be as follows: 
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1. Governmental bodies, 
2. Public agencies, 
3. Semi-pubiic agencies, and 
4. Private industries. 

Those citizens who have a significant effect on the policy formulation of these bodies 
within a community are, therefore, community influentials. 

For the purposes of this analysis, it will be helpful to further stratify influentials 
into direct and indirect categories. A "direct influential" must be a relatively perma
nent and conspicuous member of one of the above four direct-action bodies. Some of 
these members, however, may be acting primarily as representatives of other inter
ested parties. These other interested parties are indirect influentials. 

It can be concluded from the above definition, therefore, that the mayor, city council 
members, school board members, or members of a board of recreation may be direct 
influentials in government policy-making, and the mayor's golf partner, the council
man's constituent or special business interests, P.T .A. members, or an outstanding 
businessman may be indirect influentials. Among indirect influentials may be a power
ful local developer who is able to exert pressure to direct local utility company policy 
or environmental groups that are able to sway members of governing bodies. 

Each individual within a community has the opportunity to be an influential person. 
Either through his or her action alone or in a group, any individual can achieve a posi
tion of significant influence, either directly or indirectly, on community change. 

It is apparent, however, that most citizens never exert the effort to become indirect 
influentials in their community. The vast majority exert little or no influence on the 
electorate. As a result, there commonly exists a relatively small group of people 
within a community that rises to the status of indirect influentials, either intensively, 
extensively, or, in a few cases, both of these. 

Generally, indirect influentials tend to operate intensively rather than extensively. 
They are interested in one or a few areas of community action, often because of per
sonal financial involvement. The interest of some is spurred by social conscience; 
these people act from a sense of responsibility, directing community action altruisti
cally for the benefit of the whole. 

Indirect influentials do not appear to be characterized by any identifiable personal 
or psychological traits. They are, however, "joiners" and leaders. They are fre
quently members of numerous civic organizations and hold high offices within these 
organizations. No social involvement is definitely an indicator. Because of their in
terest, often selfish and in limited areas, some indirect influentials are not truly rep
resentative of the people but are biased toward their personal causes. 

Indirect influentials are numerous and difficult to identify compared to those who act 
directly. Direct influentials are relatively permanent and conspicuous members of the 
direct-action bodies, and thus the universe of possible direct influentials is easier to 
isolate. The universe of potential indirect influentials is vast, and therefore specific 
and efficient methods of analysis are needed to locate such influential persons. 

Criteria for Initial Selection of a Citizens' Advisory Committee 

The strength and influence of private enterprise must be a part of any process for 
reviewing and implementing long-range plans for development. Therefore, a committee 
consisting only of elected representatives would not be effective in plan implementation. 
Conversely, to form a committee of only those who direct development decisions would 
also be ineffective. Such a committee would possibly not receive popular recognition 
and furthermore may not be able to formulate unbiased guides for development. 

A criterion for the selection of a citizens' advisory committee may be as follows: 
The committee should consist of direct and indirect influentials including public offi
cials and representatives of commerce and industry who are influential in controlling 
development decisions and those indirect influentials who, by reason of their personal 
stature and demonstrated interest, are effective in shaping policy on important com
munity issues. 

An alternative presentation of this criterion is this simple block diagram: 



Composition of Citizens' Advisory Committee 

Influentials 

Representors 
Implementors 

where the letters are defined as 

A-popularly elected officials; 

Possible 
Direct 

A 
B 

Actual 
Indirect 

C 
D 

B-other heads of public and semi-public bodies and executives of commercial and 
industrial firms; 

C-unbiased, interested citizens; and 
D-other indirect influentials including groups A and B acting outside the area of 

their direct control. 
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The elected official may or may not be a direct influential but must be included on a 
citizens' advisory committee to be able to participate in such an important process as 
goals and objectives formulation because of his legal responsibility to the citizens of a 
community. The important indirect influential group on the committee may be those 
citizens who, by reputation and altruistic motive, have been consistently interested in 
important community problems. This group of indirect influentials would be well ac
cepted by the community because they would not be associated directly with financial 
or other biased motives. Offices responsible for the programming of capital develop
ment funds should be involved in a citizens' advisory committee. Representatives of 
strong and influential quasi-public agencies, such as the chamber of commerce, should 
be included. Often, channels are directly open to such persons, that is, they may "know 
their way around City Hall", and, what is more important, these people do have direct 
channels to top business interests that control development. Another very important 
element intended by the criteria stated above is representation of private enterprise. 
This representation should come from strong business interests directly associated 
with decision-making that affects or directs community development. 

From the general membership of the citizens' advisory committee, a steering com
mittee and task forces should be selected (elected), consisting of the influentials who 
have the interests and time required for this work. The steering committee could 
furnish general guidelines to the task forces, ask them to address specific topics, and 
comment on the progress of the task forces as a whole at various stages. It would be 
imperative, however, that the planning entities in their interaction with the citizens 
advisory committee strongly support the final recommendations of the advisory com
mittee and be thoroughly familiar with the committee's actions so that they may direct 
their own actions in a manner consistent with the best interest of the community. 

The steering committee-task force concept possesses the following desirable char
acteristics: 

1. The steering committee will establish policy and will have direct channels to the 
Air Board. 

2. The task force, which is actually the work-level committee, could be maintained 
at an effective operating size. The full committee can have larger representation in 
that it will not be required to perform day-to-day work activities. 

Potential Membership List 

After the citizens' advisory committee membership characteristics had been defined, 
the next step was the identification of individuals with those characteristics. The geo
graphical area from which the committee was to be chosen was determined to be those 
counties in which the airport might possibly be located and that make up the primary 
"hinterland" for the existing airport. The result was to include representatives from 
an 11-county area. Members of the Air Board staff then went into each of these counties 
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to identify the interested and influential citizens. The sources of information and the 
process employed were similar in all counties. 
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months to identify the individuals who were consistently involved in newsworthy com
munity issues. In many cases the newspaper editors and publishers were able to 
readily identify citizens who were the indirect representors of the county populace. In 
one county, for example, an article published by the local paper that discussed the power 
structure of the community and identified the most influential citizens of the area was 
of significant value in defining the influentials. 

Second, local elected officials are direct representors and indirect implementors as 
well as a good source of information about local leadership. Elected officials at all 
levels of government were interviewed and were very helpful in identifying influentials 
of the counties. 

Third, for obvious reasons citizens with substantial investments in the community 
are often the most actively involved in major decisions of the area. Local bankers 
were excellent in identifying those persons who have a vested concern for the well-being 
of the community. The bankers are frequently the leading citizens of communities and 
are in continuous contact with the direct and indirect implementors. 

Fourth, the power structure and the social structure of a community parallel very 
closely, and it was essential, therefore, that the list of influentials include those in
dividuals chosen as leaders or officers of social or civic clubs and organizations. The 
task of identifying the current and past presidents of local business and civic organiza
tions was relatively simple. 

From the resources described, a list of influentials was constructed. This list was 
the combination of names from all of the sources, and, as expected, the same names 
were often obtained from more than one source. When the duplications had been elim
inated the initial list contained some 100 names. 

It is important to note that at this time there was little evidence of the attitudes to
ward a new airport (for or against) that these influentials would have. The important 
fact was that these people were active as either representors or implementors in the 
area. As representors, they were trusted by the citizens and were in such close com
munication with the total citizenry as to voice the ideas, hopes, and fears of the popu
lace. As implementors, they were in a position to exercise effective influence over 
development projects in the area. 

One additional group of names was added to the initial citizens' advisory committee 
list. This group was composed of persons who, through their interest in the project, 
both pro and con, had contacted the Air Board or its staff directly. The fact that they 
were concerned enough to initiate the contact indicated that they would probably become 
actively involved if given the opportunity. 

Contacting the Proposed Members 

Over a period of 5 to 6 months the list of potential members grew to about 125. In 
the fall of 1971 letters were sent to each potential member asking him to serve on a 
citizens' advisory committee to the Louisville and Jefferson County Air Board. Each 
person was told that his role would be to advise and to review the actions of the Board 
during the planning and development of improved air service facilities in the Louisville 
area. The first meeting was announced and held with about 85 percent of the invitees 
in attendance. 

Expansion of the Membership 

Following the first meeting, citizens' advisory committee membership has continued 
to grow through two processes. One is by invitation to persons recommended by the 
existing members. The second method is an open-door policy that permits any citizen 
desiring to participate to become a member. Through these processes, which are con
tinuing and which are expected to provide an open avenue of citizen involvement for the 
life of the project, the membership has grown to a size of about 160 (Fig. 1). 
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FUNDAMENTAL COMMITTEE PURPOSES 

Air Board Requests of the Committee 

The Air Board called the charter committee together in October 1971. At this 
meeting it was explained that the Air Board intended to interact with the committee in 
a full-faith manner and would request such in return. Representatives of the Board 
emphasized the fact that the committee must remain independent and unbiased. The 
Air Board committed itself to support the committee in terms of resources, including 
clerical staff, supplies, and staff members as resource persons. In turn, the com
mittee was asked to act in an advisory role and to review objectively the efforts of the 
Board in developing improved aviation facilities. The committee was charged with the 
responsibility of maintaining such integrity that it would be an effective path of com
munication, understanding, and trust between all citizens of the region and the Air 
Board. The committee was asked to digest, to the extent possible, the technicai studies 
conducted in relation to the project; to listen open-mindedly to the proposals of the 
Board; to request additional study and information if needed; to represent the Air Board 
to the citizenry as well as the citizens to the Board; and to take an official position as 
a result of their studies and involvement. The Board committed itself to plan in a con
scientious manner with the welfare of the total community in mind but asked that the 
committee assist, when possible, to further that cause. In summary, the Board re
quested that the committee represent the people of the area in the manner of an intel
ligent, well-informed, and concerned citizens' advisory committee. 

Committee Goals and Objectives 

In the early meetings of the citizens' advisory committee, the steering committee 
set up 3 general goals for the total committee. These goals were established to give 
broad guidelines for the work of the committee with the knowledge that their efforts 
would be concentrated in a more detailed manner on the planning work connecting the 
3 major decision points of the project. Their goals in relation to the major planning 
stages were as follows: 

1. Study and assist in determination of the need for a new airport to serve Louis
ville; 

2. Assist in the selection of a site, if and when the need is established; 
3. Assist with planning and development of a regional airport community, if and 

when the need is established. 

When the 9 task forces of the citizens' advisory committee began their work, they each 
established specific goals and objectives as related to the direction of work of their 
task force. For example, the transportation task force decided as its prime goal to 
"study the projected transportation needs of the community and offer to the citizens' 

Figure 1. Citizens' advisory committee composition. 

• Charter Committee Recolllllend~tions 
OmmU!11ty Open Membership Policy 

Influentials 
Property OWners-- --
Elected Officials------::: 
Officers of Civic Groups--~ LtlARTER r---- - TOTAL 
Leaders in Community Issues COMMITTEE COMMITTEE 
Respected Citizens---_, 

Functional 
Task Forces 
Legislative 
Site Design and De velopment 
Transportation 
Land Acquisition 
Finance and Economic 
Social and Corrrriunity Planning 
Air Service 
State and Federal Participation 
!lnvironment<>l 
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advisory committee an informed evaluation of methods of meeting those needs". The 
daily operation of each task force involves a continuing process of establishing short
range goais and objectives to accomplish the review of a i,;peciiic report or to prepare 
and submit their reactions or responses to specific requests of the steering committee. 

COMMITTEE OPERATING STRUCTURE 

Structuring of the Total Committee 

Full Committee-The full committee consists of about 160 individuals. It meets in 
total very infrequently (twice during the first 12 months) and only for the purpose of 
hearing new planning details or directions of the Air Board or for ratifying some major 
decision involving the total committee. Because of the problems encountered in as
sembling the total committee, official ratification has, on occasion, been accomplished 
through mail-in questionnaires or telephone polling. 

Steering Committee-The steering committee is a group of 11 citizens, each repre
senting one of the 11 counties involved in the citizens' advisory committee effort. The 
steering committee is responsible for establishing policies of the committee and issuing 
guidelines for the work carried out by the 9 task forces. This group of 11 members has 
direct lines of communication with the Air Board. As the policy formulation group, the 
steering committee is the primary group responsible for reviewing the work of the task 
forces on behalf of the full citizens' advisory committee. 

Executive Committee of the Steering Committee-Three officers of the steering com
mittee make up the executive committee. This group acts at the direction of the steer
ing committee in carrying out the necessary logistics of communication with the task 
forces, the actual writing of reports, and making the day-to-day decisions necessary 
for the continuing involvement of the citizens advisory committee. 

Task Forces-The task forces are subgroups of the total citizens' advisory com
mittee. These task forces range in size from 5 to 25 members and are the working 
unit of the committee. They act at the direction of the steering committee in perform
ing specific functions and serve as the method of accomplishing the goals of the total 
citizens' advisory committee. The 9 task forces have the following titles: Legislative 
Task Force; Site, Design, and Development Task Force; Transportation Task Force; 
Land Acquisition Task Force; Finance and Economics Task Force; Social and Com
munity Planning Task Force; Air Service Task Force; State and Federal Participation 
Task Force; and Environmental Task Force. Although each task force is designated to 
concentrate its efforts on certain areas, there is a significant amount of overlapping of 
studies and involvement due to the intricacy of the project and the inability to divorce 
any one aspect from the others. The task forces have proved to be an effective working 
unit for accomplishing the work of the committee as a whole. Therefore, on many oc
casions, all 9 task forces address themselves to the same topics and their input serves 
to represent the action of the total committee. Each member of the citizens' advisory 
committee is, in fact, related to a specific task force. The task forces, because of 
their effective working membership size, can thus function in an efficient manner in 
supplying the needed input or reaction as components of the committee as a whole. 

Subcommittees of Task Forces-In an effort to thoroughly familiarize itself with the 
Louisville and Jefferson County Air Board's project and to become as knowledgeable 
about airport planning as possible in the period of time available, several of the larger 
task forces appointed subcommittees to perform specific studies and reports on a one
time basis. The members of the subcommittees, usually 2 or 3 individuals, present a 
brief oral report of their findings to the task force, thus reducing the duplicated effort 
of the members and resulting in a more efficient endeavor. 

The Air Board, the Citizens' Advisory Committee, the Community 

In most governmental projects today, the individual citizen sees himself as remote 
and insignificant compared to the massive power and operation of the bureaucracy often 
connected with projects of major scope. At the same time, planners are continuously 
attempting to involve the needs and ideas of the community on the basis of the individual 
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citizen. The feeling of distrust and the simple problem of meaningful communication 
have been barriers in effectively involving the citizen in public projects. The citizens' 
advisory committee, when utilized in an effective manner, can be a major step in the 
direction of community or citizen involvement. The interaction among the Air Board, 
the citizens' advisory committee, and area-wide citizens has been interesting and very 
effective. The interaction takes place in a "triangular" process. The Air Board and 
the citizens' advisory committee interact as the Air Board presents to the committee 
the results of its studies and the details of its current planning effort. The committee 
in response advises the Air Board as to what the critical items might be in terms of the 
community value system and provides the reaction of informed, knowledgeable citizens. 
The individual members of the citizens' advisory committee, in turn, communicate with 
the larger body of citizens of the community to supply them with facts about studies and 
plans relating to the Air Board. The primary factor in this latter process is that the 
citizens of the community receive their information from a trusted member of their 
peer group and their community. They, in turn, respond in a conscientious manner, 
thus providing the citizens' advisory committee member with first-hand knowledge of 
the opinions and attitudes of his community. 

The third link in this communication process is a direct line between the Air Board 
and the citizens of the community. This takes the form of publicity released by the Air 
Board, citizens' correspondence with the news media or Air Board, and direct citizen 
dialogue with the Air Board and its staff. In past projects, publicity and emotional re
action were the only means of communication between the initiating and controlling 
body and the individual citizen. The concept of a citizens' advisory committee has pro
duced a strong and direct means of communication that instills a feeling of trust, pro
vides a method of minimizing misconceptions and misunderstandings, and opens the 
path for a maximum amount of direct or indirect citizen involvement and input into the 
project. 

FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES OF TASK FORCES 

Formulation of Specific Goals and Objectives 

In addition to the three primary goals and objectives of the total committee, the task 
forces formulated their own specific sets of goals and objectives ranging from that of 
being a "buffer between the esoteric milieu of planners and architects and the attitudes 
of airport users, the general public, and their political leaders" to that of becoming 
knowledgeable and functional in an advisory capacity for the specific topic of the task 
force work. In all cases, the task forces' goals and objectives emphasized the need 
for the citizens' advisory committee, as a whole, to act as the link between the Air 
Board and the community in the process of citizen involvement. 

Review Past Studies of the Air Board 

When the task forces had formulated a basic understanding of the process and needs 
of airport planning, they proceeded to review the studies that had been previously con
ducted for the Air Board relative to the project. Once again, the task force members 
asked that Air Board staff members be in attendance at their meetings as resource 
persons for questions about these past studies. Although in most instances the reports 
from the studies were quite technical in nature, task force members were able to ap
preciate the detail of the study and have a basic understanding of the assumptions made 
and conclusions reached. 

Assist in Identifying Additional Needed Studies 

The task forces combined the information obtained from reviewing past studies with 
their basic knowledge of the airport planning process and were able to assist in iden
tifying additional studies that w~mld be required throughout the project. They provided 
assistance in foreseeing what specific items of study should be included to ensure that 
the many questions of the general pubUc were satisfactorily addressed. The specific 
concerns and requests for detailed studies relating to certain topics were good indicators 
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of the concerns and questions that would arise in the minds of the general public in the 
future. This provided a means by which the Air Board could be prepared to respond 
with the spc{;ific irJurmatiun dcaircd by the publie at various stages of tlie p.toject. An 
example of this is the joint effort of the Air Board staff and the legislative task force 
to draft a bill to be introduced in the Kentucky General Assembly. By working together 
the 2 groups were able to produce a bill that would meet the needs of the Boai'd while 
ensuring adequate representation of all affected counties. 

Interact With Other Citizen Groups 

The task forces have taken steps to interact with other citizen groups of the area in 
their efforts to truly represent the public. They may appoint members of their task 
force to attend other "community issue" meetings or invite representatives of other 
citizen groups to attend their task force meetings. This intergroup interaction occurs 
in a less rigorous form since many members of the citizens' advisory committee are 
also members of other citizen groups and thus serve as direct links for the transfer of 
ideas from one group to another. 

FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES OF THE TOTAL 
CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

The total citizens' advisory group has actively participated in planning new air facil
ities for the Louisville regional area in a number of ways. Their first action as an 
organized group was the ratification of the committee structure consisting of the execu
tive committee, the steering committee, and the task forces. They also ratified the 
three previously discussed goals for the total committee. The total citizens' advisory 
committee has also acted on three specific topics. 

Proposed Regional Airport Legislation 

During the 1972 session of the Kentucky General Assembly, the Louisville and Jef
ferson County Air Board desired to submit to the legislators a bill requesting enabling 
legislation for the formation and empowerment of a regional air board. This legislation, 
before being submitted to the General Assembly, was presented to the citizens' advisory 
committee's legislative task force. The task force, in working with the Air Board's 
representatives, suggested certain changes that were included in the legislation. The 
task force then submitted its recommendation to the steering committee of the citizens' 
advisory committee. The steering committee formulated a statement of position en
dorsing the proposed enabling legislation. The statement of position was mailed to all 
members of the .citizens' advisory committee, and by means of a telephone poll the 
total committee ratified the statement of position and presented it, along with the find
ings of the legislative task force, to the members of the Kentucky General Assembly. 

Although the proposed bill itself failed to reach the Senate floor for a vote (due to 
ulteriorly motivated political opposition), the citizens' advisory committee was signif
icantly effective in its role of citizen involvement in an advocacy manner. The com
mittee acted in a most responsible manner when it endorsed the legislation with this 
statement: "The citizens, whether for or against the project, have a strong sense of 
need for legislation which would enable the development of the airport if it is proven 
to be a desirable step of progress in the future. We also realized the need for legisla
tion which would provide adequate representation, fair and proper procedures consis
tent with due process of law, and a workable structure for administrative and fiscal 
management." Thus the committee, although not necessarily endorsing the project 
itself, testified to the fact that they were keenly aware of the need for proper legislation 
that might arise in the future stages of the project, if it were to develop. 

The Summary Report on Standiford Field 

The citizens' advisory committee was asked to react to a report entitled "Summary 
Report on Standiford Field". In reviewing the request, the steering committee felt that, 
because of the size of the total committee, it would not be the best forum for reviewing 
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The "Summary Report" documents the ability of Standiford Field (the existing Louis
ville air-carrier airport) to expand in light of the social, environmental, and cost re
percussions. The conclusion of the "Summary Report" was that "the Air Board, in good 
conscience, cannot pursue expansion of Standiford without careful consideration of all 
other alternatives". The task forces were able to independently review the entire 
"Summary Report" in detail as it related to the first goal of the total committee. Each 
task force then submitted a written report to the steering committee. Having received 
the task force reports, the steering committee proceeded to summarize these findings 
and conclusions into a report that represented the total citizens' advisory committee 
reaction to the "Summary Report". The "Summary Report" received a favorable re
view by the citizens' advisory committee. This was a significant step in the project in 
that it clearly indicated the committee's support in continuing the planning efforts. The 
committee, while still not endorsing the project in total, agreed that the "Summary Re
port on Standiford Field" clearly revealed two things: 

1. That, if Standiford Field were to continue to be the facility providing air service 
to the Louisville area, it would require extensive expansion in the near future; and 

2. That the effects of such expansion were so undesirable that extensive studies 
should be conducted to evaluate the potential of alternative sites for the Louisville 
regional airport facilities. 

Site Evaluation Committee 

In evaluating alternate sites for a new airport to replace Standiford Field, the Louis
ville and Jefferson County Air Board chose to call together a special committee to es
tablish and weigh the criteria to be used in the site evaluation process and to apply 
those criteria to the alternative sites under consideration. This special site evaluation 
committee consisted of 3 groups: (a) interested community leaders; (b) transportation/ 
aviation planning professionals; and (c) key aviation management executives. This com
mittee established that representatives of the citizens would be directly involved in 
evaluating the sites for new airport development. The citizens' advisory committee 
participated (and will continue to participate) in this site evaluation process in 2 ways: 

1. The citizens' advisory committee was asked to appoint individuals from its mem
bership to make up the citizen component of the evaluation committee. These repre
sentatives carried with them the ideas, attitudes, and values of the citizens' advisory 
committee and the community as a whole. 

2. Each task force was asked to review, restructure, and weight a criteria list. 
Thus, the final criteria list and weighting factors contained the direct input from each 
individual of the citizens' advisory committee by his involvement with a specific task 
force. This process ensured that the subjects of greatest concern to the community 
are given proper consideration relative to each criterion involved in evaluating potential 
sites for new airport development. 

CONTINUING CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE INVOLVEMENT 

Public Hearing 

It is anticipated that the citizens' advisory committee will play a very important role 
in the process of conducting public hearings relative to the location of a potential air
port to replace Standiford Field. Through the committee it is hoped that the citizens of 
the area will be better informed and have available to them factual information from 
~ellow citizens of their community in whom they place confidence and trust. It is hoped 
that the committee will present testimony at the hearing and attest to the fact that their 
ideas and comments have been heard and considered. They will be in a position to 
verify, to some degree, the veracity of the Air Board's testimony. 

A completely different means of involvement in the public hearings, although no less 
effective, will be the ability of the Air Board to anticipate the concerns of the community 
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and the questions that will arise at the public hearing by having listened to and responded 
to the members of the citizens' advisory committee. It is hoped that the very fact of 
continued citizen invoivement and the presence ui cummiltee membe1·s at the hea1·iug· 
will be conducive to a more organized, constructive meeting. 

Physical Development Layout 

The physical layout of an airport can play an important role in determining the de
gree to which that facility fulfills the needs of the user. The members of the citizens' 
advisory committee will be in a position to speak to the needs of the local citizens who 
will use the facility. Many members of the committee travel to other airports and/ or 
are in constant communication with citizens who make frequent use of airport facilities 
at both Louisville and other cities. They will, therefore, be an important resource of 
independent opinions as to the advantages and disadvantages of facilities at airports all 
across the nation and, hopefully, will be in a position to advise the Louisville and Jef
ferson County Air Board so that the new airport facility will provide the highest level 
of service possible to the user. 

Ground Access 

One of the greatest concerns expressed in the development of a new airport is that 
of providing adequate ground access. The citizens' advisory committee, as a whole, 
and the transportation task force, specifically, will be in a position to express the com
munity's needs and advise the Air Board in terms of planning and providing adequate 
access to the new airport. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Status of the Citizens' Advisory Committee 

The Louisville and Jefferson County Air Board plans to develop adequate air facili
ties to serve the Louisville community. However, the progress of other airport proj
ects across the nation impressed upon the Air Board the need for active citizen in
volvement in such projects. The Air Board, therefore, in full recognition of the power 
of the public, set into motion the process for establishing afunctional, involved citizens' 
advisory committee. The Air Board's staff spent the first 6 months of 1971 identifying 
the geographical area that should be represented on the committee and the leaders and 
influentials from each county within that area. The first meeting of the committee was 
held in October 1971 with approximately 100 members in attendance. The committee, 
acting through an open-door policy, has since grown to a membership of approximately 
160 citizens and has structured itself into an executive committee, steering committee, 
and 9 individual task forces. The committee is serving and will continue to serve 2 
important roles: 

1. Representing the ideas, reactions, and attitudes of the citizens of their communi
ties; and 

2. Representing the Air Board in a clear factual manner to the general public. 

Planner's Conclusion 

The work reported here has demonstrated that effective citizen involvement can be 
achieved at a detailed level of planning decision- making. The Louisville work has 
clearly shown the impact of a working citizens' advisory committee in framing the 
overall planning program and the identification of specific goals and objectives for 
that program. Critical review of those planning elements completed prior to the ini
tiation of the citizen involvement effort and the participation of the citizens' advisory 
committee in the detailed preparation of studies relating to the statement of long-term 
need for facility development bring a broader based community expression to the plan
ning process. The committee has been active in the formulation of legislative pro
posals that will ensure effective, continuing citizen involvement as a part of decision
making and will ensure a sound environmental planning process. Citizen involvement 
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in Louisville is a tangible part of those decisions relating to site selection criteria and 
the evaluation of alternative sites. Such broad involvement is clearly shaping planning 
decisions and in the future will shape, in a manner consistent with a representative ex
pression of community values, those development decisions that flow from the planning 
process. 

Citizen involvement must be a continuing process. Citizen involvement in Louis
ville is on course in the 3 critical areas identified by the citizens' advisory committee 
itself: in the conclusive documentation of need for development of major new facilities, 
in the broadest extent in the site selection process, and in the many continuing deci
sions that will be a part of the project implementation program for years to come. 



PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL TRAFFIC ENGINEERING: 
A CASE STUDY OF LOS ANGELES 
Michael Schneider, VTN Corporation, Irvine, California 

This study was conducted to determine the extent and distribution of citizen 
participation in local traffic engineering and to determine what differences, 
if any, exist between citizens who participate inlocal government and those 
who do not. The Los Angeles Department of Traffic was selected as a rep
resentative agency, and its interaction with citizens in Los Angeles was 
examined for the fiscal years 1969-1970 and 1970-1971. The requests and 
petitions for traffic engineering services that the department received 
from citizens were investigated to determine their general origin, and this 
distribution was correlated with certain census data to obtain a relationship 
between socioeconomic status and participation rate. In addition, a home
interview survey was conducted among citizens who had requested traffic 
engineering services and their neighbors who had not. The results of this 
local survey, together with the city-wide pattern of citizen participation, 
are analyzed in this paper to provide some policy implications that might 
be applied to traffic engineering agencies and other local governmental 
bodies whose primary or secondary function is to provide "housekeeping" 
services to urban areas. 

•PARTICIPATION by citizens in the affairs of government can take many different 
forms, depending on such factors as the level of government and the actual or per
ceived power of the citizen. These modes of political participation have been the subj
ect of numerous studies to determine the characteristics of those who interact with 
government, whether by voting, letter writing, or other active or passive means. Most 
of these studies, however, have been directed toward better understanding of the factors 
that motivate people to participate with a particular political motive-the election of a 
certain candidate, the passage or defeat of a piece of legislation, or the alteration of a 
governmental ideology. Relatively little work has been directed at citizen participation 
in smaller scale, local matters that might be classed as "quasi-political" participation, 
i.e., the interaction between citizens and local governmental agencies regarding essen
tially non-political community and neighborhood services. 

It is considered normal in most municipal government systems for residents of the 
city to submit requests for municipal services or to voice complaints and suggestions 
with respect to existing services. Indeed, most city departments that deal with the 
public have extensive institutional machinery designed specifically to handle citizen in
put. Yet little attention has been given to the question of the distribution of these ser
vice requests among the population of the city. While it is well known that so-called 
slum areas within the city require great amounts of police, welfare, and other social 
services, it is less well known how requests for physical services are distributed 
throughout the city. The study reported here attempts to address this question by 
analyzing the requests for service and delineating the motivational factors that play a 
role in service requests to a typical municipal public agency, the Los Angeles Depart
ment of Traffic. 

Requests for physical services from local governmental agencies include, broadly, 
those types of activities that might be considered "urban housekeeping". Examples of 
such activities are street repairs, park and recreational facility maintenance, street 
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cleaning, clearing of debris from vacant land, sign posting, and other similar munici
pal services. Many public agencies generally rely to a large extent on public input for 
such services; maintenance crews are often too small or overburdened to service all 
areas regularly and therefore look to the public for information regarding needed ser
vices or potential problems in particular neighborhoods. 

It is in this context that citizen participation in such local, essentially nonpolitical 
activities becomes important. It can be readily seen that, given typical time and man
power constraints on the part of public agencies, those neighborhoods or communities 
from which few service petitions originate will tend to be overlooked in favor of other 
areas from which many requests originate. Even if agency decision-makers are pre
pared to listen and respond with equal dispatch to all requests, those who have not re
quested service in the first place will, of course, not be serviced. As Verba (7) notes, 
citizens may choose passivity if they wish, but the opportunities to participate ought to 
be equalized . This includes, in Verba's terms, "equal access to motivation"; if some 
group-because of past experience or a special pattern of socialization-is less self
confident of its ability to influence decision-makers , it does not, in a real sense, have 
equal opportunity to participate. 

By examining the origins and the distribution of service petitions from citizens to 
the Los Angeles Department of Traffic, this study will attempt to provide some an
swers regarding equality of opportunity for citizens to seek access to this particular 
agency. Further, by means of a limited survey of local residents, some inferences 
will be made regarding the characteristics of those who do participate. Together, 
these two investigations will enable certain policy implications to be put forth regard
ing the role of citizen input in the local traffic engineering process. 

The first phase of the study was facilitated by use of Los Angeles Department of 
Traffic records of public requests for the fiscal years 1969-1970 and 1970-1971. Anal
ysis of the geographic distribution of these requests was performed using the 15 coun
cil districts in the City of Los Angeles as analysis units . Census data were aggregated 
and attributed to each council district. In this way, knowledge of mean citizen request 
rates and corresponding demographic information allowed correlations to be performed 
that determined to what extent economic status is associated with traffic service re
quest rates. 

The second phase of the study consisted of a home-interview survey carried out in 
the eastern part of the San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles. This survey was under
taken to determine what differences exist between "traffic service requesters" and 
"nonrequesters" with respect to discrete environmental variables. The survey was 
designed to ascertain whether or not those who request traffic services differ signifi
cantly from others in the population. Through knowledge, then, of the gross distribu
tion of requests among social and economic groups in the city, and through further 
knowledge of discrete motivational factors among individual citizens , this study will 
develop a series of indicators of public participation that may be useful in soliciting 
input from various groups who lack, in Verba's terms, equal access to motivation. 

DISTRIBUTION OF CITIZEN INPUT 

Input to the Los Angeles Department of Traffic generally is in the form of a request 
for some traffic engineering service. Citizens can call or write the department di
rectly or lodge requests through the district councilman or the mayor. These requests 
vary in content, and hence the public input is divided into the following categories: 

1. Requests for new signal installations; 
2. Requests for alterations to existing signal installations (e.g., the addition of a 

left-turn arrow); 
3. Requests dealing with the installation or removal of stop signs; 
4. Requests for installation or removal of curb parking zones (e.g., loading zones 

or red curb); 
5. Requests for installation, removal, or alteration of parking signs; 
6. Requests for installatibn, removal, or alteration of other types of signs (e.g., 

"signal ahead" or "school x-ing"); 
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7. Requests for crosswalks; and 
8. Requests for street painting or striping (e.g., yellow center line or left-turn 

lane). 

Data for this investigation are from Traffic Department files for the period July 1, 
1969, to June 30, 1971, representing some 13,000 traffic service petitions over the 2-
year period. About 80 percent of the petition requests come directly from the public, 
with the remainder from councilmen or the mayor. The breakdown for the study period 
is given in Table 1. 

It should be noted that this study, in assessing the distribution of citizen input, is 
not concerned with the action taken by the Traffic Department in responding to each of 
these requests; it is assumed that every petition for traffic engineering service is con
sidered in the same manner regardless of the citizen requesting the service. Rather, 
what is important to this analysis is the origin, and not the disposition, of traffic re -
quests. 

The requests received by the Traffic Department during the study period were ag
gregated according to council district of origin. Los Angeles has 15 such districts; 
these are shown in Figure 1. Aggregation of requests to council districts allowed com
parison with corresponding socioeconomic data furnished by the Los Angeles Community 
Analysis Bureau. 

An important premise underlies the validity of this investigation. It is reasonable 
to hypothesize that the number of traffic service requests received by the Traffic De
partment does not accurately reflect the absolute number of instances where traffic 
services may be required. Rather, it is the perception of the need for traffic improve
ments on the part of area residents that is reflected in the number of requests re
ceived. Furthermore, it is logical that, even if citizens do perceive a need for traffic 
services, they may not possess the motivation, knowledge, skills, or self-confidence 
necessary to contact the Traffic Department. Thus, the validity of this analysis is 
based on the premise that the actual number of requests received per council district 
is not an accurate indicator of the condition of the district with respect to the traffic 
environment. 

The foregoing discussion has essentially set forth a 2-step process that is inherent 
in every request received by the Traffic Department. That is, the citizen must (a) 
perceive the need for a traffic improvement (whether the initial perception is, in fact, 
right or wrong according to Traffic Department standards is not within the scope of 
this study) and (b) possess the means and moti vation to contact the Traffic Department 
or other agency regarding the perceived problem. 

Both perception and motivation are, to a certain extent, related to the socioeconomic 
status of the citizen. The perception of traffic and other urban housekeeping problems 
must, of course, be viewed in the context of other environmental problems perceived 
by individuals in various socioeconomic classes. Th.e recognition of higl').er order prob
lems (e .g ., housing, food, employment) may certainly over shadow the perception of the 
lack of a crosswalk or the need for stop signs . Similarly, the means, motivation, and 
self-confidence necessary to report the problem are very likely unevenly distributed 
among socioeconomic classes. This study, then, is based on the premise that the num
ber of requests received by the Traffic Department is, in the long run, attributable not 
only to the actual existence of traffic problems but also to the socioeconomic charac
teristics of the population. 

Using this premise as a basis for analysis, the number of requests that originated 
during the study period in each particular council district was compared to the average 
household income, the minority population percentage, and the mean number of cars 
per family in that council district. Since the population between districts varies greatly 
(because apportionment is based on voter registration rather than population), a re
quest rate was used instead of the actual number of requests . To equalize population 
effects, requests per 100,000 citizens was the figure used. The results are given in 
Table 2, ranked in order of rate of citizen involvement. It is seen that, as the level of 
involvement (i.e., the traffic service request rate) increases, so does the mean family 
income and number of family cars, while the minority percentage decreases. 



Table 1. Origin of traffic service requests, 1969-1971. 

Requests 
Requests From Requests 

Fiscal Year From Public Counc!lmen From Mayor Total 

1969-1970 5,338 
(79%) 

1,370 
(20:') 

43 
(1%) 

6,751 

1970-1971 4,785 1,393 50 6,228 
(77%) (22:') (1%) 

Figure 1. Council districts, City of Los Angeles. 

TORRANCE CARSON 

LONG IEACH 
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To test these apparent relationships for degree of association, a multiple-regression 
analysis was performed with the traffic service request rate as the dependent variable 
and inco111e, pe.rcent nun =- w·hitc, and niean number- of ears per ta.nilly as independenl 
variables. With these 3 independent variables the multiple regression coefficient was 
r = 0.95, indicating a strong positive correlation between traffic request propensity 
and socioeconomic status-at least insofar as represented by the variables chosen for 
analysis. 

The regression equation derived from the data is as follows: 

where 

Requests per 100,000 citizens per year = 0.18 (MFI) - 1.709 (PNW) 
- 70.297 (MNC) + 184.367 

MFI = mean family income (r = 0.88), 
PNW = percent non-white (r = 0.73), and 
MNC = mean number of cars per family (r = 0.66). 

This regression analysis shows that the distribution of citizen involvement in local 
traffic engineering among the population in Los Angeles is uneven, with significantly 
more involvement in the wealthier districts and in those districts lacldng minority 
populations. Such a result may indicate several explanations: 

1. The traffic environment is better (i.e., requires less service) in the districts 
from which few requests are received; 

2. The residents of the lower class districts perceive fewer traffic problems than 
their counterparts in wealthier districts; or 

3. Residents of poor and minority-populated districts lack the motivation, knowl
edge, or means to request services. 

The first explanation, while perhaps the most obvious, is actually the least credible. 
According to data from the Los Angeles Community Analysis Bureau, those districts 
that show a lower request rate are not better off in terms of traffic services than other 
areas; in fact, they tend to be worse off due to such factors as vandalism, heavy traf
fic and pedestrian demands, and old and inadequate facilities. It cannot be concluded, 
then, that, merely because there is a lower rate of traffic requests from low-income 
districts, these districts have fewer relative demands for traffic improvements. This 
in turn implies that the lower request rate must be due to factors not specifically re
lated to traffic, such as the socioeconomic indicators used in the regression equation 
and their various correlates. 

Thus, the premise that citizen involvement in local traffic engineering is attributable 
to socioeconomic factors as well as to the existence of traffic problems is probably 
valid. Regardless of the causal linkages, it is quite clear that the urban poor do not 
seek access to the Traffic Department nearly as frequently as higher income groups in 
the city. This situation is not due to a lack of cases where services might be used; it 
is the result of a number of characteristics associated with low socioeconomic status 
that in effect prohibit the poor from utilizing these services. While there may be no 
outward governmental bias apparent, there is a societal bias rooted in economic and 
social factors that hinders access according to class. Although it is not within the 
scope of this study to determine the precise causal relationships between socioeconomic 
status and citizen involvement, it can be said that socioeconomic status is associated 
in a strong positive sense with the inclination on the part of citizens to contact public 
age·ncies. 

HOME-INTERVIEW SURVEY 

To determine characteristics associated with citizen participation in local traffic 
engineering, a home-interview survey in the eastern San Fernando Valley was con
ducted as an integral part of the research. A total of 64 citizens were interviewed; 
of these, 32 had requested traffic engineering services from the Department of Traffic 
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within the year preceding the interview. These names were drawn at random from de
partmental files, from a total population of about 800 who had submitted requests in the 
East Valley during the preceding year. The other 32 respondents had not contacted a 
local agency in the previous year. The people comprising the latter group were se
lected at random from the same block where a corresponding respondent in the first 
group resided. In this way, the population of respondents consisted of 32 pairs of 
citizens, both of whom lived on the same block and one of whom had previously con
tacted the Traffic Department regarding a particular neighborhood traffic problem. 

Presumably, this sampling strategy ensured that each "pair" of respondents was 
in basically the same socioeconomic class (using housing and neighborhood as a con
trol) and that each might be impacted in the same way by the traffic problem about 
which the respondent in the first group contacted the Traffic Department. The pur
pose, of course, was to attempt to determine what perceptual and motivational dif
ferences between the respondents could have accounted for the fact that one citizen 
sought access to a local public agency while the other did not. 

The questionnaire used in the survey was divided conceptually into the following 
sections: 

1. Household and demographic information; 
2. Neighborhood identification and stake in the community; 
3, Awareness of neighborhood problems; 
4. Rating of community services; 
5. Knowledge of public agency responsibilities; 
6. Political activity and awareness; 
7. Ability to solve neighborhood problems and affect local government; and 
8. Political efficacy. 

Each interview took approximately 20 minutes; the questionnaire contained a total of 
75 codeable questions. It was designed in such a way that each question or response 
category became a variable; these are given in Table 3. 

Characteristics of the Sample Population 

The socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the surveyed population did 
not differ statistically between the group that had contact with the Traffic Department 
and the group that had no contact. The sampling strategy therefore ensured that demo
graphic and socioeconomic variables alone could not be responsible for differences in 
responses to questions regarding perception and motivation. The following character
istics describe the total sample of 64 respondents. 

The average age of the respondents was between 36 and 45, and about 70 percent 
were female. Almost two-thirds had at least some college, and by far the majority 
reported that they were housewives (or spent most of their time at home). The house
hold heads in 90 percent of the cases were male and quite well educated. About one
third had a graduate or professional degree, and all but 25 percent had at least some 
college. In terms of occupation, about 40 percent of the breadwinners were profes
sionals while less than 20 percent were engaged in skilled or unskilled labor; 10 per
cent were retired and the remainder filled "white collar" positions in sales or man
agement. 

The average household consisted of 3.7 people, with 1.4 children under 18 living at 
home. However, 40 percent of the respondents reported no children under 18. All but 
7 percent of the respondent families had 2 or more drivers in the household, and the 
mean number of cars per family was 2 .3. 

Perhaps the most interesting demographic characteristic was the fact that 60 of the 
64 respondents were homeowners and only 4 rented apartments. (Census data indicate 
that approximately 35 to 40 percent of the dwelling units in the study area are apart
ments or other multiple dwellings.) Of the homeowners, more than 80 percent had 
homes valued above $30,000; 15 percent had homes in the over-$75,000 range. Those 
few who did rent all paid more than $200 per month rental. Family incomes were 
quite high: The mean household income was between $15,000 and $20,000, and all but 
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Table 2. Council district request rates. 

Council District 

No. Communities Included 

5 
2 

Bel-Air, Westwood, Palms, West L.A. 
Beverly Crest, Sherman Oaks, studio City, 

N. Hollywood 
11 

3 
13 

Pacific Palisades, Brentwood, Tarzana, Encino, 
West L.A., Venice 

Woodland Hills, Canoga Park, Reseda 
West Hollywood, Elysian Park, Silver Lake, 

Hollywood 
4 
7 

12 

Wilshire-West, Silver Lake, Wilshire 
Sepulveda, North Hollywood, Van Nuys 

14 
Sepulveda, Granada Hills, Chatsworth, Northridge 
Mt. Washington, Glassell, Griffith Park, Eagle 

Rock, Highland Park, Attwater 
Del Rey, Palisades, Westchester, Leimert, 

Baldwin Hills, Mar Vista 
Sun Valley, Sylmar, Sunland, Pacoima 
El Sereno, Lincoln Heights, Boyle Heights, Uni

versity, Westlake, Downtown 
10 
15 

West Adams 
Torrance, Gardena, Harbor City, San Pedro, 

Wilmington, Watts 
Exposition Park, Santa Barbara 

a Requests per 100,000 citizens per year. 

Table 3. Listing of variables. 

Code 

VAR500 
VAR501 
VAR502 
VAR503 
VAR504 
VAR505 
VAH506 
VAR507 
VAR508 
VAR509 
VAR510 
VAR511 
VAR512 
VAR513 
VAR002 
VAR003 
VAR004 
VAR005 
VAR006 
VAR007 
VAR008 
VAR009 
VAR0l0 
VAR0ll 
VAR012 
VAR013 
VAR014 
VAR015 
VAR016 
VAR017 
VAR018 
VAR019 
VAR020 
VAR027 
VAR028 
VAR029 
VAR030 
VAR031 

Question 

Complaint status of respondent 
Respondent head of household 
Age of respondent 
Sex of respondent 
Educational attainment of respondent 
Occupation of respondent 
Age of head al household 
Sex of head of household 
Educational attainment of head 
Occupation of head of household 
Number in household 
Number of children under 18 
Number of children under 12 
Number of drivers in household 
Rating of neighborhood as living place 
Respondent feels part of neighborhood? 
Acquainted with neighbors? 
Discuss neighborhood problems? 
Discuss traffic problems with neighbors? 
Discuss traffic problems with children? 
Discuss traffic problems with family? 
Perception of community traffic problems 
Rating of recreational facilities 
Rating of schools 
Rating of streets and traffic conditions 
Rating of public transportation 
Rating of housing 
Rating of police protection 
Rating of fire protection 
Rating of libraries 
Rating of shopping facilities 
Rating of parking facilities 
Rating oi heaith and hospital iaciiities 
Knowledge of agency responsibilities 
Can respondent affect city government? 
Municipal ordinance opposition strategy 
Respondent follows governmental affairs? 
Respondent active in political campaigns? 

No. of 
Requestsa 

470 

396 

349 
267 

264 
255 
253 
243 

243 

234 
184 

164 
135 

129 
92 

Code 

VAR032 
VAR033 
VAR034 
VAR035 
VAR036 
VAR037 
VAR038 
VAR039 
VAR040 
VAR041 
VAR042 
VAR043 
VAR044 
VAR143 
VAR144 
VAR145 
VAR146 
VAR147 
VAR148 
VAR149 
VAR150 
VAR151 
VAR152 
VAR153 
VAR156 
VAR157 
VAR158 
VAR159 
VAR160 
VAR167 
VAR168 
VAR169 
VAR170 
VAR171 
VAR901 
VAR950 
VAR960 

Average 
Household 
Income($) 

24,800 

16,700 

14,600 
12,600 

7,800 
6,500 

10,400 
12,400 

8,200 

10,900 
10,200 

4,900 
5,700 

7,700 
5,900 

Question 

Percent 
Non-White 

3.5 

1.8 

7.8 
1.4 

14.0 
8.9 
1.9 
1.8 

5.2 

25.7 
9.7 

38.8 
63.4 

42.2 
87.4 

Mean No. 
of Cars 
per Family 

1.9 

1.8 

1.8 
1.9 

0.8 
0.9 
1.5 
2.0 

1.0 

1.7 
1. 5 

0.6 
1.0 

0.9 
0. 7 

Respondent reads newspaper? 
Respondent listens to TV-radio news? 
Number of letters written to state government 
Number of letters written to federal government 
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15 percent of the respondent families had incomes higher than $10,000. Cross
tabulation showed that almost all of those with incomes under $10,000 were retired. 

From this brief review of the demographic characteristics of the total sample, it 
can be seen that the socioeconomic status of the respondents as a group is quite high. 
We know, from the analysis of the city-wide request distribution, that such a group 
might initially be considered to have more involvement with public agencies due to the 
factors associated with higher class standing. In the long run, this may be true. How
ever, of these respondents, half actually did become involved with the Traffic Depart
ment and the other half did not. Thus, by looking at the difference in responses to the 
questions dealing with perception and motivation, it was possible to obtain a "profile" 
of the locally involved citizen, controlling, in this case, for socioeconomic standing. 

Survey Results 

The questionnaires were analyzed by means of the chi square 2-sample test (8) in 
order to determine at what level of statistical significance a difference existed between 
questionnaire responses from the two sample groups. Those variables that were sig
nificant at 0.1 or less were then tested for degree of association with the dependent 
variable (i.e., involvement with the local traffic engineering agency). Cramer's V, a 
nonparametric measure of association (5), was used for this purpose. 

The variables that were determined fo be significant were grouped in four categories. 
These are listed below along with the derived characteristics associated with local in
volvement indicated in each category in order of strength of association. These char
acteristics can be considered indicators of the propensity on the part of citizens to 
participate in local traffic affairs, specifically through the contact of public agencies. 

Recognition of Community Traffic Problems 

1. The tendency to rate the quality of neighborhood streets and traffic conditions as 
inferior (VAR012); 

2. The tendency to perceive a large number of traffic problems and hazards in the 
community (VAR009); 

3. The tendency to discuss community traffic problems with family and neighbors 
(VAR006, VAR008); and 

4. The tendency to drive somewhat more than the average (VAR152). 

Sense of Neighborhood Identification 

1. The tendency to "feel a part of the neighborhood" (VAR003); 
2. The tendency to frequently talk with neighbors about community problems 

(VAR005); 
3. The tendency toward relatively stable residential living patterns (VAR148, 

VAR149); 
4. The tendency to belong to homeowners' or citizens' groups in the community 

(VAR156); and 
5. The tendency to be acquainted with most neighbors (VAR004). 

Knowledge of the Functional Organization of Local Government 

1. The tendency to possess good knowledge of local agency responsibilities (VAR-
027 ); 

2. The tendency to have a good strategy to employ in opposing local legislation 
(VAR029); and 

3. The tendency to have friends and/or relatives employed in public service agen
cies (VAR159). 

Sense of Political Efficacy 

1. The tendency to score high on the composite efficacy index (VARl 71): (a) tends 
to feel that there are other ways besides voting to influence local governmental decisions 
(VAR168); (b) tends to feel that public officials "care" (VAR167); (c) tends to feel that 
people generally have a say in governmental decisions (VAR169); 
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2. The tendency to perceive a high level of personal effectiveness in influencing city 
p;overnment (VAR02R): 
- 3. The tendency to perceive a high level of personal effectiveness in solving neigh
borhood problems (VAR960); 

4. The tendency to write letters to federal officials (VAR035); and 
5. The tendency to be a member of a political organization (VAR036). 

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of this study support several widely held theories of citizen participation 
and provide some new insights regarding the application of these theories to local, non
political modes of citizen involvement. In addition, certain implications in the context 
of local traffic engineering derive from the research findings. 

Many studies in political science and psychology have dealt extensively with citizen 
participation and have pointed to the high degree of association between socioeconomic 
status and political participation (1, 2, 3, 4). Education, leisure time, financial se
curity, skills and knowledge, organizational membership, self-confidence, efficacy, 
and other correlates of social and economic status have been shown to be closely aligned 
with levels of participation. This same type of relationship seems to hold for the na
ture of citizen involvement considered in this study. The indicators chosen to reflect 
socioeconomic status showed strong correlation with levels of public involvement, in 
terms of requests received by the Traffic Department from citizens in Los Angeles. 
Low-income groups, for a variety of different reasons, do not seek access to such 
local public agencies to the degree exhibited by higher income groups. Since this phe
nomenon cannot be readily attributable to a "better" traffic environment in low-income 
areas, it must instead be based at least partly on factors that operate independently of 
the particular service in question (i.e., traffic engineering services). 

While city-wide aggregation of citizen request rates showed a definite decrease in 
involvement from high- to low-income areas, the home-interview survey showed that 
more discrete perceptual/motivational variables can be accountable for lack of partici
pation in smaller areas when controlling for socioeconomic status. For example, cross
tabulation indicated that a significant number of respondents who tend to feel "part of 
the neighborhood" also knew most of their neighbors, discussed community problems 
frequently with neighbors and family, lived in the neighborhood a long time, and so on. 
Similarly, those who gave a low rating to the quality of streets and traffic conditions 
and perceived many traffic problems in the community also said that they frequently 
talked about traffic problems at home and with friends, were members of homeowners' 
groups, lived in the neighborhood for relatively long periods of time, and generally 
rated the quality-of other public services quite low. The conclusion, then, seems to be 
that perception of community problems (in this case, traffic problems) results in citi
zen action when the citizen has a heightened awareness of problems in the community. 
This awareness is the product of a number of factors, including relationships with 
neighbors, length of time in the neighborhood, membership in community organizations, 
and other such attributes contributing to an individual's awareness of his community 
environment and its condition. 

Further cross-tabulation showed that citizens who possessed a good knowledge of 
agency responsibilities also felt effective in influencing city government and opposing 
municipal legislation. Those who scored high on the efficacy index were essentially 
the same individuals who had a good knowledge of agency responsibilities and had 
friends or relatives employed in public service. The conclusion here seems to be that 
motivation to contact public agencies is strengthened by a sense of political efficacy 
and a general awareness of the functions and organization of local government. 

The implications of the foregoing discussion for local agencies are quite complex. 
One immediate question arises: Is it, or should it be, the role or the responsibility of 
public agencies to ensure an equality of opportunity for public participation? This is 
not to say that the actual amount of citizen input should be equalized among various sub
groups in the city; citizens may retain the rights of apathy and non-interest. However, 
it might be argued that the role of government in this regard should be to attempt to 
equalize the opportunities for participation. 
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The survey has shown that people are less likely to participate-even if they observe 
a situation they feel needs attention-if they lack a sense of efficacy and display a lack 
of political knowledge. In effect, this condition creates an impairment of the oppor
tunity for participation. Furthermore, the lack of these characteristics has been as
sociated through much documentation with the urban poor. Thus, perhaps the role of 
local agencies-including those concerned with traffic-should be directed toward allevi
ation of inefficacy and lack of knowledge on the part of these citizens. This might be 
done by inexpensive public educational programs to increase awareness and strengthen 
self-confidence. While initial results, in terms of increased involvement, may be 
minimal, some action in this direction might begin to eliminate the uneven opportunities 
for citizen participation that have been only touched upon in this study. 
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COMMUNITY REACTIONS TO ANTICIPATED HIGHWAYS: 
FEARS AND ACTUAL EFFECTS 
Jon E. Burkhardt, RMC Research Corporation, Bethesda, Maryland 

This paper reports a study to evaluate the hypothesis that residents and 
businessmen within a highway corridor see themselves as victims of ad
verse effects of highway improvements and that these fearful expectations 
themselves lead to adverse effects even before the final route selection. 
The study was designed to identify actual changes, identify preconceptions 
of residents and businessmen, distinguish between effects resulting solely 
from the preconceptions and those that would have occurred anyway, and 
develop procedures to alleviate the unnecessary concerns of residents and 
businessmen and to ease the strain of transition. Through regression anal
yses of time-series data, it was found that adverse community effects can 
be and are being avoided where efforts have been made to inform the com
munity and to create highway plans that minimize disruption and enhance 
local benefits. But a substantial amount of fear is still evident, according 
to the results of in-depth face-to-face interviews. Actual adverse changes 
would probably be minimal in the communities studied (which are not rep
resentative ofallcommunities), andpersons who witnessed changes in their 
neighborhood caused by highway improvements reported that they experienced 
more benefits than expected. To offset unwarranted expectations, highway 
departments shouldtakeamuch more active role in information dissemina
tion and community interaction. 

•ADVERSE changes have been observed in some communities between the time a major 
public works improvement-such as a highway or an urban renewal project-is tenta
tively announced and the time plans for its execution and impact are complete. Specific 
adverse effects that are alleged to occur include the flight of families and businesses 
from the neighborhood, the loss of business and jobs, the failure of some owners to 
maintain their properties, the loss of property values and rental income, an inability 
to sell properties, a breakdown in the social order, and a general deterioration in the 
physical and social tone of the area. Some observers feel that such changes have been 
induced or accelerated by the mere expectation that the community will change for the 
worse when, in fact, the community would not have been adversely affected (or not af
fected so badly) had not people been reacting to the anticipated adverse changes. In 
other words, the fear of certain events occurring is said to have led, in and of itself, 
to the occurrence of those events. 

This study shows that adverse community effects can be and are being avoided where 
efforts have been made to inform and involve the community and to create highway plans 
that minimize disruption and enhance local benefits. But a substantial amount of fear is 
still evident even in these areas. Residents and businessmen expected substantial neg
ative effects and minimal benefits from the highway improvement process and were 
strongly opposed to the change, in spite of the fact that realized adverse changes would 
probably be minimal in the communities studied (which are not representative of all 
communities). To offset these adverse expectations, highway departments should take 
a much more active role in information dissemination and community interaction. A 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Social, Economic and Environmental Factors of Trans
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vigorous information and 2-way communications program could allay a substantial por
tion of the fears and frustrations now felt by persons within a proposed highway cor
ridor. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT 

Research Objectives 

The objectives of this study were as follows: 

1. To determine community changes during "the period of anticipation", that time 
between the announcement that the community in question is part of a highway corridor 
and the actual selection of a final route for the highway; 

2. To determine which of those changes could be attributed to exaggerated fears of 
possible highway-related effects by local residents and businessmen; and 

3. To design methods to alleviate the effects of fear and uncertainty in the highway 
planning process, if necessary. 

Research Scope 

Highway projects in various stages of planning, construction, and operation across 
the country were examined. The analysis was restricted to projects representing the 
best planning practices currently available to see if substantial changes were required 
in those practices presently thought to be most responsive to community feelings. 

Visits were made to 4 cities-Chicago, Sacramento, Los Angeles, and San Fran
cisco-to study neighborhoods in various stages of the highway planning process. Data 
on neighborhood changes occurring prior to route adoption were collected in 16 neigh
borhoods in these cities. In 5 of these neighborhoods, systematic samples of residents 
and businessmen were asked their perceptions of the highway planning process. The 5 
chose n were selected so as to provi de variati ons in (a) per sonal and neighborhood char
acteris tics (income, race and ethnicity, and apparent community cohesivene ss) (b) 
the highway planning process (number of alternative routes, types of information pro
vided to the community), and (c) stage in the highway planning process (3 neighborhoods, 
called the "before" group, were awaiting route adoption, and in the other 2, called the 
"after" group, highways had been recently opened to traffic; the expectations of the 
"before" group were compared with changes perceived by residents and businessmen 
now in the "after" neighborhoods). Table 1 summarizes the interviews conducted by 
type and location. 

Conceptual Framework 

Our problem is to separate what will happen anyway from what happens because it is 
expec ted to happen. To do this, we must cons ider (a) the highway decision seque nce, (b) 
the community response sequence, and (c) community change factors. These factors 
are des cribed in Figure 1. One way of stating the in teraction of these factors is a s fol
lows : How will the process of highway construction (planning through implementat ion) 
alter the ongoing processes of community change (physical economic, and s ocial ) ? 
How much of the alteration is dµe to the highway itself and how much is due to the com
munity's fears or expectations of changes? 

Although the highway decision sequence and the community change factors are not 
complex from the aspects of theory or measurement, the community response sequence 
is difficult to conceptualize and measure. We are dealing with a situation in which a 
group of individual decision-makers must react to an uncertain future. To describe be
havior in this case, we developed a model of behavior that focuses on the individual but 
also considers how his perceptions and reactions influence (and are influenced by) the 
perceptions and reactions of others. The components of this model are the following: 

1. "Reality"-- the actual highway situation; 
2. The individual's perception of this reality; 
3. The possible consequences the individual expects; 
4. The probabilities that the consequences expected will actually come to pass; 
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5. The utility that the individual attaches to a particular consequence; 
6. The individual's level of anxiety in light of the 3 previous factors; 
7. Ria acliuno resulting troni this anxiety; and 
8. The effects of his actions on the reality factors and on the perceptions, expecta

tions, and anxiety of others (!). 
The major elements of this model are the individual's expectations and his actions in 

light of those expectations. In effect, what we are describing is decision-making under 
uncertainty as individuals react to their perceptions of their inclusion within the highway 
corridor. These reactions differ significantly among different individuals and in rela
tion to the uncertainty of the exact nature of the highway improvements. A useful way 
to express these differences is through game theory as a non-zero sum game, a "game 
against nature." We feel that people generally do not consciously act in as rational or 
structured a fashion as the game theory model implies, but this model does provide a 
useful conceptual structure (2 ). 

There are four possible procedures for decision-making under uncertainty (games 
against nature): 

1. Minimax, i.e. , deciding to minimize the loss that one could incur under the worst 
possible cir cum stances; 

2. Estimating the subjective probabilities of the occurrence of particular events and 
finding the maximum expected payoff (or minimum expected loss); 

3. Applying pure pessimism, i.e., the worst is bound to happen; or 
4. Applying pure optimism, i.e., the best is bound to happen. 

The only truly rational procedure is the s econd-decls ion-m aking based on expected 
payoffs. Each of the expected events (E1, E2 ) has an associated pr obability of occur
rence (,/Ji, tb2). Each of the expected events also has certain subjective utilities that 
represent the positive (gain) and negative (cost) values to the person. We can theoret
ically define the subjective expected value of an anticipated event to be the product of 
its conditional probability of occurring and its utility. 

No particular event is certain; there is always an element of risk. The individual 
can choose from several strategies or possible reactions (S1, &) to deal with this risk. 
There will be a certain utility or disutility to the individual associated with each com
bination of event and strategy-a with E1 and S1, b with E2 and S1, etc. The expected 
payoff of a particular strategy is then the sum for all possible events of the probability 
of each event times the utility of each event. The individual should choose the strategy 
that maximizes his expected payoff, as shown in Table 2. 

The most significant events in this study are whether or not the highway will actually 
affect an individual in the highway corridor. In the case of a homeowner, possible ef
fects include displacement, significant alterations to the area immediately around the 
person's home, or no change in the area. Major strategies for the individual are mov
ing and staying at the present location. If the individual stays, another strategic deci
sion must be made about home repairs: Will the house get fixed when something goes 
wrong, or will repairs and alterations be postponed until after the location of the high
way is certain ? 

We can now proceed to determine which community changes are caused by fear alone. 
The first step is to determine the expectations of community members with respect to 
highway-induced changes. Are these expected changes likely to occur? If they are not, 
then anyone who acts on the basis of these expectations is misinformed and can be said 
to be acting out of fear. If the expected changes are likely to occur , then we must look 
at the reactions to these expectations. Are they rational? If not, then this qualifies 
as another fear situation. What steps could highway departments take to alleviate these 
fears? On the other hand, if both the expectations and reactions are rational, what 
changes in highway planning practice are required to eliminate or alleviate adverse 
community consequences? 



Table 1. Sites for in-depth survey data. 

Planning Stage 

Item Before After 

Metropolitan area Chicago Chicago Los Angeles Los Angeles Sacramento 
Neighborhood Chicago Lawn Englewood La Habra Glendale Del Paso 

Heights 
Characteristics 

Income Middle Low Middle and Middle Low 
low 

Ethnicity White-Polish Black White and White Mixed 
and Mexican-
Lithuanian American 

Interviews 
Household 68 68 69 68 69 
Business 13 11 12 12 11 

Total interviews 81 79 81 80 80 

Figure 1. Major conceptual issues and relationships. 
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Table 2. Expected payoff matrix. 

Expected Events 

E1 E, Expected 
Payoff 

Strategies Probability Utility Probab!l!ty Utility of Each 
for Action of Event of Event of Event of Event Strategy 

S1 1/11 a I/>, b 1/11 a+ 1/12 b 
S2 1/11 C I/>, d 1/11 c + I/>, d 
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COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO PLANNED HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS 

Analysis of our survey of 5 neighborhoods-3 in which the final hig-hway routP. iR yet 
to be selected and 2 in which the highway has been constructed and has recently opened 
to traffic-yielded a great amount of detail about the ways in which people respond to 
anticipated highways in or near their neighborhood. In order to understand the behavior 
of residents and businessmen with respect to planned highway improvements, the fol
lowing factors were examined: 

1. The actual highway situation, 
2. The consequences that the individual expects for himself as a result of his per-

ception of the highway situation, 
3. His level of anxiety as a result of these expected consequences, and 
4. The actions that he takes. 

The actual highway situation is discussed in the following section, after the discus
sion of our survey results. 

Expectations 

Overall Expectations and Attitudes-Most people living in the neighborhoods surveyed 
where a highway was planned but the final route had not yet been selected were unfavor
able to the prospect of a highway being built there. Persons expecting negative effects 
outnumbered persons expecting benefits 3.5 to 1 overall, ranging from 2 to 1 in one 
neighborhood to 7 to 1 in another. The major expectations among residents were 
greater noise (32 percent), greater pollution (25 percent), dislocation of self (22 per 
cent), loss in property value (18 percent), increased accessibility (other than to work) 
(12 percent), and change in the physical character of the neighborhood (11 percent). 
Major concerns of businessmen included a reduction in the number of their customers 
and the economic costs of dislocation and relocation. The impact on the community 
from each of these expected effects was usually anticipated to be great. 

Factors Influencing Expectations-Race had a stronger influence on the kinds of ef
fects anticipated than did any other community characteristic. Blacks were more con
cerned about possible dislocation, higher property taxes, changes in local street pat
terns, and the safety of children than with other possible community effects. Whites 
were more concerned about pollution and changes in the physical and social character 
of the neighborhood (often a euphemism for a racial and ethnic homogeneity-especially, 
no blacks) than with other effects. Blacks and whites generally shared the same con
cerns but attached differing priorities to these concerns. 

The length of time a person knew of the highway plans was also significant. Those 
who had known of the highway plans the longest had more expectations (both positive and 
negative) and a higher proportion of negative expectations than persons who had not 
known as long. 

Persons owning autos were more favorable than those who did not. Auto-owners 
foresaw more benefits and fewer negative effects than did non-auto-owners. 

Anxiety 

Persons who feel strongly about an issue (in this case, those who are strongly 
threatened by the planned highway improvement) are more likely to react than are 
those people whose feelings are not so strong. Persons who were extremely unfavor
able to the highway were likely to fear that the planned highway would cause the follow
ing effects in their neighborhood: a change in social character, a downgrading of the 
neighborhood appearance, a change in physical character, greater pollution, and loss 
in property value. These persons were also likely to (a) have lived a long time in the 
neighborhood, (b) be committed to staying in the neighborhood, (c) have an annual in
come under $10,000 [ these findings confirm the results of other studies (3-8)], and 
(d) have gotten their information concerning the planned highway from TV-or radio. 
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Reactions 

Few people considered overt action or actually acted. (It must be remembered that 
our sample did not include persons who had recently moved from the neighborhood but 
only those who were still there.) More people considered signing petitions than any 
other alternative. Persons who considered acting were more likely to have lived 
longer in the neighborhood as well as to have higher incomes and younger children. Of 
all the possible actions, more people postponed improvements to their property than 
any other action. Persons actually acting were more likely to be white, extremely un
favorable toward the highway, and expecting changes in physical and social character 
of the neighborhood and losses in property value. Those persons who did not act gen
erally did not know how to persuade highway departments to listen to and understand 
their feelings and did not feel that their opinions or actions would make any difference 
to the highway planners. 

ACTUAL NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGES 

This study found that actual neighborhood changes were much smaller than they were 
expected to be by local residents and businessmen in the kinds of areas studied-that is, 
where efforts have been made to inform and involve the community and to create high
way plans that minimize disruption and enhance local benefits. (Where such steps have 
not been taken, adverse community effects are much more likely to occur.) This con
clusion is derived from comparisons of the expectations of persons in or near a planned 
highway corridor (the "before" group) with the community changes perceived by persons 
who have had a highway built in or near their neighborhood (the "after" group) and with 
the measurable community changes during the period of anticipation. 

Perceived Changes Versus Expectations 

Effects Anticipated-Persons who actually witnessed changes in their neighborhood 
caused by highway improvements reported that they experienced more benefits than ex
pected. Only half of these realizing increased accessibility in general and relieved 
traffic congestion had expected these effects, while only two-thirds of those exper
iencing greater accessibility to work expected it. Conversely, many fears, including 
those of dislocation and loss in property value, proved to be exaggerated. 

The differences between those in the "before" and "after" groups are even more 
striking. While 51 percent of the respondents in the "after" group have experienced 
increased accessibility, only 15 percent of those in the "before" group expect to bene
fit in this respect. Of the respondents in the "after" group, 18 percent feel that they 
have benefited from increased accessibility to a place of employment, while only 11 
percent of those in the "before" group expect this benefit. The percentages of re
spondents benefiting from and expecting relieved traffic congestion are 24 and 8 re
spectively. A greater discrepancy is found between the benefits expected by business
men and those actually experienced. For example, only 3 percent of the businessmen 
in the "before" group expect to benefit from increased customer accessibility, while 
48 percent of those in the "after" group feel that they have experienced this benefit. 
None of the businessmen in the "before" group expects to benefit from increased sup
plier accessibility, while 17 percent of those in the "after" group feel that such an in
crease has occurred. 

Negative effects were more often expected than realized; that is, the percentage of 
residents in the "before" group anticipating negative effects was almost always greater 
than the percentage in the "after" group who felt that negative effects had occurred. 
For example, 29 percent of the "before" group respondents expected to experience 
greater pollution. However, only 10 percent of those in the "after" group reported be
lieving that such an increase actually occurred. The percentages of those expecting 
and experiencing increased noise were 45 and 14 respectively. While 28 percent of 
the respondents in the "before" group expected a decrease in property values, none of 
those in the "after" group still living in the neighborhood felt that such a decrease oc
curred. Although 40 percent of the respondents in the "before" group feared dislocation, 
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only 4 percent of those in the "after" group reported having been dislocated. The last 
comparison is undoubtedly exaggerated, given the fact that only those who were dis
iocated and remained in the neighborhood were inciuded in ihe "aiter" sampie. 

Comparisons of businessmen expecting and experiencing negative effects reveal simi
lar discrepancies in most cases. For example, while 42 percent of the businessmen 
in the "before" group expected a reduction in number of customers once the highway 
has been constructed, only 13 percent of those in the "after" group believed that such 
a reduction had occurred. While 31 of the respondents in the "before" group expected 
a decrease in customer accessibility, such a decrease was not mentioned by any of 
those in the "after" group. 

Change in Anxiety-Comparison of the "before" and "after" groups shows a very sig
nificant decrease in anxiety over time. Residents and businessmen in neighborhoods 
where the highway route has yet to be adopted were, for the most part, extremely un
favorable to the prospect of highway construction. But over 70 percent of the persons 
in neighborhoods where highways have been constructed and opened to traffic reported 
that they are now favorable with respect to the highway. These people reported that 
they became more favorable after the highway was built than they were before con
struction. 

Although it cannot be conclusively proved at this time, it appears quite possible that 
initial negative feelings toward the prospect of a highway coming through or near one's 
neighborhood do change over time to the point that overall feelings are positive after 
the highway is in use. The greatest factor in this change is the unanticipated increase 
in accessibility to other parts of the metropolitan area. Obviously, this kind of benefit 
is not available to those persons who do not own a car or who do not have convenient ac
cess to the highway. Therefore, one cannot expect this positive shift in feeling in all 
neighborhoods. 

Measurable Neighborhood Changes 

U.S. Census data, city directories, multiple listing services, city planning depart
ments, previous research, and other sources were used to document whether or not 
significant changes in community characteristics occurred during the period of antici
pation. Characteristics receiving intensive analysis were land and property values, 
vacancy rates, and owner /renter ratios. 

Land and Property Values-Previous research indicates that highway impacts on 
property values have varied from case to case and that it is possible (although not prob
able) that the impact will be negative (9-14). Therefore, fears of decreased property 
values have sometimes been justified. - In this project, analyses of properties in Chicago 
and Sacramento could not uncover land value changes attributable to the influence of pro
posed highway improvements. An intensive analysis of residential property transactions 
was also performed in La Habra, California. Regression analysis disclosed that planned 
highway improvements did not affect (a) whether or not a particular property was sold, 
(b) the length of time it took to sell the property, or (c) the difference between the ini
tial asking price and the final sales price in La Habra. A brief look at other cities con
firmed the hypothesis that, while anticipated highways usually do not have a negative im
pact on land and property values, a reduction in land and property values has occurred 
in some cases. 

Vacancy Rates-The possibility of highway construction has been said to increase the 
number of vacancies in the highway corridor during the period of anticipation. Analysis 
of residential vacancies (homes and apartments) in Glendale, California, during the 
period of anticipation of Route 134 there did not indicate any relationship between antici
pation of the highway and vacancy rates. 

Owner /Renter Ratios-Analysis of 2 Chicago neighborhoods within the highway cor
ridor of the proposed Crosstown Expressway indicated small declines in the percent of 
owner-occupied dwelling units, while the total housing stock remained approximately 
constant from the 1960 to 1970 census. These declines were not directly attributable 
to the highway plans. Analysis of owner /renter ratios before and after highway con
struction in Glendale indicated that the highway was partially responsible for an in-
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crease in residential densities (due to construction of high-rise apartment buildings) 
that significantly decreased the percent of owner-occupied dwelling units in the study 
area. This change occurred after the highway opened to traffic, not during the period 
of anticipation. 

Summary of Actual Neighborhood Changes 

Businessmen and residents expect their neighborhoods to change substantially be
cause of anticipated highways. In the cities studied, measurable neighborhood changes 
did not occur-during the period of anticipation-in land and property values or vacancy 
rates, and the slight changes in owner /renter ratios could not be directly attributed to 
the highway. In short, businessmen and residents within the highway corridors studied 
did not react to anticipated highways in ways that contributed to neighborhood deteriora
tion during the period of anticipation. 

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING ANTICIPATED EFFECTS 

The following conclusions (applicable only to areas of good highway planning prac
tices) were derived from analyzing the differences between (a) the perconceptions of 
residents and businessmen within the highway corridor with respect to highway-related 
community changes and (b) actual community changes during the period of anticipation: 

1. Negative effects of the anticipated highway improvements are substantially over
estimated and benefits are underestimated by residents and businessmen within the 
highway corridor. 

2. Overall feelings can change from extremely unfavorable before final route selec
tion to favorable after the highway is opened to traffic. 

3. Most persons reported that they were not acting or planning to act, many of them 
because they did not know what to do or because they felt that their actions would have 
no effect. 

4. Actual changes in the neighborhood-physical, economic, or social-were very 
small, if they occurred at all, during the period of anticipation. 

These conclusions clearly indicate that unnecessary fears do exist among the resi
dents and businessmen within the highway corridor and that these fears can be substan
tially reduced by an active information and communications program by the local high
way department. The communications flow must be two ways: The highway department 
should obtain significantly more information from the community as well as providing 
more information to those within the highway corridor. 

The following concepts of persuasive communication (15-17) are particularly relevant 
to the highway planner: - -

1. The audience will resist change. 
2. The credibility of the source is crucial. 
3. The inclusion of both sides of the argument is essential. 
4. Local "opinion leaders" are usually the most effective source of communication 

within the community. 

If the highway planner understands these concepts, the probability that residents and 
businessmen will accept facts communicated by the highway department will be signifi
cantly enhanced. The fears evidenced by persons within the highway corridor can thus 
be substantially reduced. 

METHODS OF REDUCING UNNECESSARY FEARS 

With the foregoing considerations in mind, 4 techniques are proposed to increase 
communications between individuals and the highway department and thus allay the un
necessary fears that are now associated with anticipated highways. These techniques 
are as follows: 

1. A mass mailing of a basic factual pamphlet; 
2. Appearances of a "resource person" before community groups; 
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3. Creating a telephone information service run by the highway department for 
answering detailed questions from members of the community or other interested 
pa.1~t1es; and 

4. Establishment of a committee within the highway department to receive com
plaints and consider community reactions to anticipated highways. 

These techniques will increase the information flow to the community, increase the 
credibility of that information, increase the information flow from the community to 
the highway department, and substantially reduce uncertainty and fear among members 
of the community. Specific fears that should be assuaged by an action program designed 
to prevent their occurrence are increased noise, loss of property value, and changes 
in the physical and social characteristics of neighborhoods. 

CONCLUSION 

A much more active role by highway departments is required in information dissem
ination and community interaction. The current practice of most highway departments 
is to maintain a low profile and to avoid giving out information concerning highway plans. 
This practice is distinctly counterproductive because the uncertainty promoted by such 
actions heightens fears that people naturally feel in the face of proposed changes in their 
surroundings. 

Because residents and businessmen tend to substantially understate the probable ben
efits and overstate the possible negative effects from highway improvements, a vigorous 
information and two-way communications program between highway departments and the 
community (residents and businessmen) could allay a substantial portion of the fears 
now felt by persons within a proposed highway corridor and alleviate the frustration 
often evident. This information program will not significantly alter the ongoing pro
cesses of community change, since few of these changes are directly related to the 
highway. However, reduction of fear for those persons is a worthy accomplishment by 
itself and should be pursued vigorously by state and local highway departments. 
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SOCIAL CAPACITY INDICATORS 
Carl P. Sharpe and Donald L. Williams, Urban Studies Center, University of Louisville 

In the application of social research to highway planning for improvements 
to 1-264 in Louisville, the Urban Studies Center at the University of Louis-
ville developed a concept and process for defining and applying social ca-
pacity indicators to the decision-making process. The social capacity in
dicators concept is based on the notion that the proper social analysis of 
urban settings can yield a basis for decision-making regarding the location 
and design of roadway facilities in ldnd and magnitude. It is possible to in
fluence roadway capacities through the use of readily available, inexpen-
sively generated indicators of the social characteristics of urbanized sit
uations. Of major concer n is a process whereby social capacity indicators 
(self- perception, behavior, community perception, identity with community 
and place, friendship patterns, social history, future intentions, and char
acteristics of the inhabitance) can be systematically organized into a form 
of direct use to roadway planners and designers. Two processes are dis
cussed : computer overlay techniques (as used on an example expressway 
project) and cluster analysis. 

•IT is not uncommon to find highway planning projects with mountains of relevant social 
information. Yet this vast potential is too often wasted because of the lack of proce
dures for organizing this information into a form directly usable in the process of road
way planning. 

The Urban Studies Center of the University of Louisville has been assigned the re
sponsibility for providing and analyzing social information as a basis for the design and 
evaluation of roadway improvements for 13 miles of 1-264, a circumferential express
way running through heavily urbanized, socially diversified areas of Louisville. The 
total endeavor of which this work is a part is still in process, and advocacy of the total 
set of procedures would be premature at this point. This presentation is limited to one 
set of procedures-the Louisville example-with suggestions for the use of techniques 
common to psychology, yet largely unknown (and thus unused) in planning roadways. 

THE LOUISVILLE EXAMPLE 

The work described herein is part of a community consultation process designed by 
the Urban Studies Center for the 1-264 project. The process includes interviewing 
members of communities located in different physical proximities to the existing fa
cility (communities immediately adjacent, communities along interchanging arterials, 
community groups of city-wide or regional orientation). The process also included 
establishing citizen panels from each of the three areas interviewed. 

To simplify this presentation and to avoid premature evaluation of those aspects of 
our work not completed at this time, we shall focus on one interview area and the 
processes developed in the creation of social capacity indicators. The area of locus 
contains the approximately 2,000 families who live within communities adjacent to the 
13-mile length of 1-264 under redevelopment. These families were interviewed (face 
to face) from January 1972 through April 1972. The interview contained 69 items, 
lasted approximately 20 minutes, and was designed to generate data for the following 
concerns : 
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1. Expressed difficulty in getting to the places "we like to go"; 
2. Expressed attitudes toward being a neighbor of the expressway; 
3. Suggested improvements for the expressway facility; 
4. Neighborhood identity or attachment, both physical and social; 
5. Neighborhood issues (problems and perceived opportunities); and 
6. Socioeconomic characteristics of the families and neighborhoods in the analysis 

area. 

A variety of question formats was utilized in solicitation of these concerns, includ
ing semantic differentials, open-ended questions, and multiple-choice fixed responses. 
In analyzing the questionnaire responses, it was possible, using the computer mapping 
overlay processes developed, to combine the 69 items into the composites noted above 
and further to quantify social capacity indicators. 

In working with community psychologists from the University of Louisville who were 
integrated with the Center's staff, it was also possible to define and quantify the social 
indicators of a "hard" and "soft" community. A "hard" community is a community 
whose composite responses indicate that the impact of expressway improvements on it 
should be minimized. A "soft" community is a community that can most easily sustain 
changes caused by the expressway improvement. The issues of concern for such a de
termination involve self-perception, community perception, behavior, friendship and 
extended family patterns, and characteristics of the inhabitance. 

Other results obtained include the establishing of constraints in kind and degree re
garding the physical characteristics of the facility and a clear delineation of neighbor
hood problems and opportunities that will be influenced by alternate planned improve
ments. 

OVERVIEW OF IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE PROCESS USED 

The process of moving from questionnaire responses to recommendations requires 
much more effort and care than merely summarizing answers. It is not enough to know 
what people who live adjacent to the expressway said. We must also know who said it, 
where he lives, what other things he has said, whether his neighbors agree with him, 
whether his opinion is representative of people in general or unique to his community, 
how what he said relates to other characteristics of his neighborhood, the physical 
setting, the setting of his home, his relationship to the expressway, etc. 

Therefore, we chose, wherever possible, not to lump people together in general 
statistical summaries. This would have been a disservice to all by "half-truthing" the 
results. While statistical analysis is an important part of social capacity indicators, 
it is not-nor was it intended to be-the central thrust of our effort to move from ques
tionnaire results to findings. 

All of the procedures used were based on allowing each individual to express his 
unique point of view regarding his neighborhood, the community in general, and the 
expressway as it is now and as it should be. The procedures used were designed to 
avoid gross generalizations of peoples' views while generating clearly articulated and 
definitive descriptions of findings and recommendations. 

The process used in this effort groups people according to their specific response 
to a specific question and does not use these groupings beyond that one question. This 
has been accomplished by computer mapping of the resources, one question at a time. 

Combinations of responses are achieved through an "overlay" process. Only those 
who responded in an identical fashion to the question being summarized are grouped 
together. Those who agree with some items but not with others are not lumped to
gether simply because they agree on a few points. 

Generally, for example, a majority of people did not complain that the expressway 
disturbs their daily activities. However, there are specific areas where a great deal 
of disturbance occurs. The expressed disturbance varies with certain attributes of the 
physical context and socioeconomic characteristics of those interviewed. The spatial 
mapping of interview responses has allowed us to know where to make recommendations 
regarding actions that will alleviate the causes of disturbance in kind and amount. 

If there is a consistency regarding the socioeconomic characteristics of families who 
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complain about a particular phenomenon and/or their location with reference to the ex
pressway facility, then general rules may be defined and supported. Further, the 

who recommend widening as an improvement for the total facility yet recommend not 
widening as best for their neighborhood. 

As described in the next section, our approach has been to systematically relate each 
level of analysis and summation to the level preceding and succeeding it, so that the 
basis for the recommendations could quickly be traced to the original answers ex
pressed during the interview or any level of its analysis or summation. 

PROCEDURES 

The following is a brief description of the process utilized: 

1. Divide analysis area "A" into manageable subunits to facilitate analysis of both 
general characteristics of subareas and particular spatial distributions of responses 
(Fig. 1). 

2. Codify property locations where interviews are to be administered. 
3. Conduct and coordinate interview process, checking for the characteristics of 

dispersal regarding completed interviews (Fig. 2). 
4. Codify interview results (answers/questions) with specified location of inter

viewee (Fig. 3). 
5. Write and run computer programs to yield the spatial distribution of responses 

for each question for each of the 11 sections. 
6. Analyze spatial distribution of answers to each question to ascertain if cohesive 

opinion clusters or socioeconomic clusters exist (Fig. 4). 
7. Combine clustered responses to questions that cumulatively display citizens' 

points of view (Fig. 5) regarding (a) expressed difficulty in "getting to the places we 
like to go" (questions 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 52); (b) expressed attitudes regarding 
being a neighbor of the expressway (questions 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54) 
(Fig. 6); (c) desired improvements of the expressway (questions 7, 8, 9, 10); (d) neigh
borhood identity or attachment (questions 20, 21, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 64, 69); (e) 
expressed neighborhood issues, problems, and opportunities (questions 17, 18, 19, 55, 
56, 57, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68); and (f) socioeconomic characteristics of 
families interviewed (questions 3, 27, 28, 34, 35, 36, 37). 

8. Define and articulate results and dra.w conclusions (Figs. 7, 8). 

SUMMARY OF THE LOUISVILLE EXAMPLE 

Through use of the foregoing procedure, it was possible to organize the social infor
mation elicited into a format of direct use in planning for the expressway improvements 
while involving the public in a procedure that they could understand and use. Further, 
it is our belief that this process is applicable to any project that would have a major 
impact on existing urban environments. 

This process was also designed as a means of organizing data in a form that will fa
cilitate summarization of the social impact of alternative solutions. Once the social 
information has been digitized as prescribed, it is a simple matter of sorting all prop
erties affected by a given design and then describing the socioeconomic and perceptual 
characteristics of the people and neighborhoods affected. This is critical. As noted 
in the Louisville example, some areas are less sensitive in terms of social damage to 
alteration or intervention than others. 

Upon examination of the results from the Louisville example, it has become clear 
that the social impact of the project could not be determined by how many families were 
forced to move. Indeed, it proved unacceptable to determine social impact based on 
how many families of different income ranges were moved. To these considerations 
must be added all of the other factors discussed to determine the total set of factors 
influenced by intervention on the people themselves and the communities of which they 
are a part. If one does open this "can of worms", one will soon need a procedure to 
deal with the complexities of so many related factors that change in kind and magnitude 
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from area to area. It is our hope that the 
Louisville example and cluster analysis, 
along with other investigation currently in 
the pipeline, can offer such procedures. 

CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

The Louisville example proved to be 
successful in this particular project and 
some of its procedure is replicable; yet 
when the number of variables (social indi
cators) and the number of families increase, 
then a more sophisticated procedure is 
indicated. 

The procedure overview in our opinion 
is adequate when simultaneously dealing 
with less than 10 variables and 2,000 prop
erties. The overlay process, however, has 
proved inadequate to handle the complexities 
involved when dealing with approximately 
3,000 observations (questionnaires) across 
15 or more variables. This complexity re-
quires the use of another technique-cluster 
analysis-commonly used in psychology 

since 1924. This technique is extensively covered in psychology texts so we shall limit 
this discussion to a brief overview only. 

Given demographic and perceptual data (variables) for each property or subarea of 
the analysis area (cells), it is possible to combine individual observations into group
ings (clusters) of cells that do not vary (within established constraints) across the 
variables. We may have begun with 3,000 observations and approximately 30 variables 
in the Louisville example and used cluster analysis to limit the differences between 
observations across variables to approximately 15 clusters. Once defined, each clus
ter may then be dealt with as a single unit. For example, instead of map overlays 
done by hand (a 6-week exercise in the Louisville example), the computer could have 
defined "hard" and "soft" subcommunities in degree, size, and location. 

Figure 9 is a simplified graphical representation of cluster analysis procedure. Each 
variable represents a questionnaire response or any mapped social or physical observa
tion. Each cell represents a geographic location or area (address, block, subarea). 
Detailed information regarding cluster analysis is given by Tryon and Bailey (1). 

The basic steps in application of cluster analysis are the same as in the Louisville 
example, but the tediousness of the overlay procedure is replaced by a mathematical 
process of higher speed and accuracy. 

CLOSING REMARKS 

Social capacity indicators are based on the notion that social information can be gen
erated and organized in a format of direct use in major roadway design. The informa
tion can be gathered at a moderate cost (less than 1 percent of total budget for the Louis
ville example). The issue is, How do we organize the information to maximize its use, 
replication, and communication? We believe that the Louisville example offers some 
insight into the potential of computer mapping and overlay procedures for use in sim
pler problem cases and cluster analysis in more complex problem cases. In a time 
when citizen involvement and socioenvironmental concerns are major areas of focus, 
procedures such as these can be quite useful. We must learn to deal with the "social" 
issues as systematically as other "physical" aspects of the total problem of roadway and 
community planning. Otherwise, each of us who are professionally involved in roadway 
planning and design will continue to be subject to criticism, not because of a lack of 
sensitivity but because of a lack of a means to deal with the social aspects of the prob
lems we confront. 
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COMMENTARY ON PAPERS BY BURKHARDT AND 
SHARPE AND WILLIAMS 

C. D. Bigelow, Bigelow and Associates, Menlo Park, California 

•THE foregoing papers reflect the significant progress that has been made in the han
dling of social considerations related to highway location and design. These papers 
add both to the "process guidelines" approach and to the improvement of techniques 
for that process. 

The papers by Burkhardt and Sharpe and Williams are quite different from each other. 
However, easily identifiable advantages are evident in each. The Sharpe and Williams 
approach to social capacity indicators is clearly desirable, since it (a) solicits and 
utilizes individual rather than group responses on social issues and (b) proposes the 
use of readily available data and well-developed analytical techniques-i. e., the "cluster 
analysis". Burkhardt's paper on community reactions proposes a vigorous two-way 
communication program that is imperative to an effective handling of social considera
tions. Furthermore, it materially improves our understanding of the general popula
tion's perception of social issues related to highway location and design. 

Although these papers are difficult to assess collectively, it is possible to relate 
their conclusions to proposed federal legislation and to FHWA's "process guideline" 
approach. 

With respect to legislation, it is possible to trace historically the development of a 
basic precept of our democratic form of government-that is, the involvement of the 
broad community in decision-making on social issues. This involvement might also be 
called participatory government, and earlier legislation, as well as the growing body 
of current legislation, is becoming increasingly clear on this point. Thus, the con
sideration of social issues in highway planning is closely associated with the movement 
toward more and better citizen involvement procedures. As a consequence, we do have 
a standard against which to measure the papers presented here. A second standard, as 
mentioned earlier, is the FHWA "process guidelines" that are being increasingly ac
cepted as responsive to earlier legislation as well as to the constantly changing NEPA 
guidelines. Since the positive aspects of the two papers are presented above, this re
view will conclude with the identification of further developments or refinements that 
might be required of the approaches suggested in the papers. 

The indications are that all of our efforts toward the inclusion of social considerations 
in the highway development process will require 

1. The development of techniques for entering such considerations at the system 
level rather than just at the location and design levels; 

2. The identification and equitable handling of the "null" or "do-nothing" option in 
our methodologies, analyses, and questionnaires; 

3. The refinement of techniques for the identification and utilization of dynamic 
social objectives or goals; 

4. The improved identification of the total group of decision-makers who will (whether 
invited or not) insist on a role in the highway planning phase; and 

5. The further development of iterative planning, location, and design procedures 
that will give us a much-needed flexibility in responding positively to the legislative and 
citizen pressures that affect all of our highway development efforts, from inception to 
implementation. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Social, Economic and Environmental Factors of Trans
portation. 
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